Background: Gene regulation is dynamic across cellular conditions and disease subtypes. From the aspect of regulation under modulation, regulation strength between a pair of genes can be modulated by (dependent on) expression abundance of another gene (modulator gene). Previous studies have demonstrated the involvement of genes modulated by single modulator genes in cancers, including breast cancer. However, analysis of multimodulator co-modulation that can further delineate the landscape of complex gene regulation is, to our knowledge, unexplored previously. In the present study we aim to explore the joint effects of multiple modulator genes in modulating global gene regulation and dissect the biological functions in breast cancer.
Background
With the advances in DNA microarray and the NextGeneration Sequencing (NGS) technologies, transcriptomic profiling of biological samples can be obtained fast and cost effectively. The high-throughput genomic data enable systematic inference of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) [1, 2] . In parallel, online databases, such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [3] and the Pathway Interaction Database (PID) [2] , curate large volume of biologically (experimentally) validated gene regulatory pairs. These GRNs and pathways provide overall landscape of complex genome-wide gene regulation in biological systems. However, these gene regulatory relationships are typically derived under a single condition in a single cell line/tissue. From biological intuition, cells undergoing changes in cell cycle, environment, or cellular stress, and cells of different disease types or disease subtypes may recruit differential signaling pathways in response of cellular stimulation. Thus, strength and relationships of gene regulation are less likely to remain constitutive (unchanged) among these cells (reviewed in [4] ). Ideker and Krogan proposed the scenario of "differential network biology" where GRNs and pathways can be massively rewired during adaptive cellular responses [5] . Notably, dynamic interaction among proteins was shown to be predictive of breast cancer outcome [6] , implying that studying the dynamic changes in network topology, as the differentially expressed genes, can provide biological clues of complex diseases.
From the viewpoint of regulation under modulation, the dynamics of cellular conditions can be determined (modulated) by status of certain modulator genes. In other words, gene A regulates gene B under the modulation of C refers to the scenario where regulation strength between gene pair A and B is dependent on expression level of the modulator C. For instance, previous study identified genes that were predictive of patient prognosis of lung adenocarcinomas in the RAS signature dependent manner [7] . Also, competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) regulation, referring to genes sharing common targeting miRNA that can regulate each other by competing for the limited pool of miRNAs [8] [9] [10] , was shown to be modulated by expression levels of the common targeting miRNAs [11, 12] . In breast cancer, Estrogen Receptor (ER) is the most well studied modulator in gene regulation. Topological and temporal changes in GRN of transcription factors were observed in MCF7 breast cancer cell line upon estradiol stimulation [13] . Furthermore, the ER encoding gene ESR1 was shown to be capable of modulating coexpression among a handful of genes [14] . In order to systematically investigate gene regulation modulated by individual modulator genes, comprehensive mathematical methods were developed and carried out biologically testable findings [9, 15] .
Gene regulation under modulation provides an alternative layer of gene regulatory networks. However, since gene regulation involves complex mechanism, especially in cancer, analysis based on individual modulator genes may be limited in understanding joint effects among multiple modulators and unveiling the landscape of modulation. Addressing this, in the present study we investigated the joint (cooperative, uncooperative, or dominant) effects of modulator genes in determining genome-wide gene regulation strength. Here we propose the Covariability-based Multiple Regression (CoMRe) method to model the relationships between multiple modulator genes and modulated gene-gene regulation in breast cancer. CoMRe was built mainly based on the multiple regression analysis which takes expression levels of modulators as model inputs and strength of gene-gene regulation, measured by our developed parameter "covariability", as output. On the other hand, investigation into functions governed by gene modulation in breast cancer remains largely unexplored. Thus, we further analyzed and interpreted the results identified by CoMRe in the systematic functional level. Collectively, the present study is aimed to statistically infer the relationship between multiple modulators and modulated gene regulation and to study the associated biological functions in breast cancer.
Results and discussion

Model overview of CoMRe
In the present study we aim to statistically infer the relationship between multiple modulators and modulated gene regulation (illustration in Figure 1A ) and dissect biological functions governed by it in breast cancer. Here the modulated gene regulation refers to the scenario where regulation strength between two genes is specifically intensified when the modulator gene is highly upregulated or down-regulated. We proposed the CoMRe algorithm to carry out the analysis. Figure 1B illustrates the analysis flowchart of CoMRe. The CoMRe algorithm is mainly composed of a multiple regression model that takes expression levels of the modulator genes as regressors (inputs) and the regulation strength of a modulated gene pair as regressand (output). Here we designed the "covariability" measure to model regulation strength between two genes in each sample. The covariability is simply the per-sample contribution into the Pearson correlation coefficient of genes i and j. From biological aspect, the covariability measures the magnitude of changes in two genes in the same direction in one sample; i.e., positive (or negative) covariability with greater magnitude is indicative of larger changes in two genes in the same (or opposite) direction. Mathematical details of CoMRe are provided in the Methods section.
In this study we analyzed the gene expression dataset from 286 lymph-node negative breast cancer patients (180 relapse free patients and 106 patients developing distant metastasis) (accession number GSE2034). After removing non-informative and background probe sets (detailed in the Methods section), we selected 5,308 probes representing 5,308 unique genes for consequent analysis. Current knowledge of modulator genes in breast cancer is very limited. Thus, besides the well-studied modulator gene estrogen receptor 1 (ESR1, the ERα encoding gene; as a positive result in this study), in the list of candidate modulator genes we exploratorily included 9 more candidate genes that were recorded as association with "breast tumor progression" in the knowledge-based database Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (Qiagen Inc.). Ten modulator genes analyzed in this study are listed in Table 1 . These genes play crucial roles and execute complex functions in breast cancer; thus we reason their functions can be performed partially through modulation of gene regulation. We applied CoMRe to investigate effects of the 10 candidate modulator genes in modulating pairwise gene regulation in the microarray dataset. For each pair of genes, CoMRe outputs a co-modulation pattern, which is composed of ten-length vectors of regression b values and p-values. By studying all combinations of the 5,308 genes (14,084,778 gene pairs), we then elucidated the effects of individual modulator genes and the cooperative (or uncooperative) interaction among them in modulation. Furthermore, we explored enriched functions in the modulated gene pairs carrying distinct co-modulation patterns. To test the reproducibility of results CoMRe is designed to infer the relationship between multiple modulator genes and modulated gene regulation from high-throughput datasets. Mathematically, CoMRe is composed of a multiple regression model that takes expression levels of the modulator genes as inputs and regulation strength between genes (measured by covariability) as output. Circled z in the figure stands for z-transform. Mathematical details are described in the Methods section. identified by CoMRe, we also included two independent cohorts (accession numbers GSE4922 and GSE25066) as validation datasets.
Dissecting individual effects of modulator genes in modulating gene regulation
For each of the 14,084,778 gene pairs, CoMRe analyzes how the 10 candidate modulator genes interact to determine regulation strength between the pair of genes, and outputs a co-modulation pattern. The covariability of all gene pairs was approximately normally distributed, with the mean, maximum and minimum values of 0.03, 99.88, -77.83, respectively ( Figure 2A ). Among the 14,084,778 co-modulation patterns, regression p-values (significance of individual modulator genes in the multiple regression model) were roughly uniformly distributed ( Figure 2B ). The distribution of regression b values approximately followed the normal distribution ( Figure 2C ). Taken together, these observations indicate that the CoMRe method provides an unbiased statistical model. We set the criteria of multiple regression p-value < 0.05 to identify significant modulator genes for each gene pair. Figure 2D is the histogram of number of significant modulator genes in each gene pair. Interestingly, only one pair of genes, keratin 18 (KRT18) and N-acetylneuraminic acid synthase (NANS), was significantly modulated by all of the candidate modulators. Also, there were 9 pairs of genes modulated by nine of the ten modulators, including the pair of forkhead box A1 (FOXA1) and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase 1 (FBP1). FOXA1, encoding a forkhead DNA-binding protein, is well-known to associate the luminal subtype and favorable prognosis in breast cancer [16] [17] [18] . FBP1 was reported to regulate epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in the basal-like subtype [19] and included in the widely used 70-gene expression predictor for breast cancer prognosis [20] . Altogether, we elucidate that FOXA1 may have highly modulated, thus "dynamic" across samples, regulatory relationship with FBP1, contributing to these two genes' roles in prognosis in different molecular subtypes of breast cancer.
Among the 10 candidate modulator genes, notably, the well-studied modulator gene ESR1 was found significantly modulating the most number of gene pairs (2,449,249 gene pairs, 17.39% of all pairs), followed by v-erb-b2 avian erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog 2 (ERBB2; 1,772,703 pairs, 12.59%) and ADAM metallopeptidase domain 12 (ADAM12; 1,764,441 pairs, 12.53%) ( Figure 2E ). Together with progesterone receptor (PR), ER and Her2 (ERBB2 encoded protein) are genes currently used for molecular subtyping of breast cancers. The results indicate that the two genes define distinct molecular characteristics in breast cancer partially through modulation of gene regulation. Among the modulator genes, reversion-inducing-cysteine-rich protein with kazal motifs (RECK), tumor protein p53 (TP53), and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1), were found to modulate the least numbers of gene pairs (711,658 (5.05%), 998,142 (7.09%), and 1,113,258 (7.90%) gene pairs, respectively; Figure 2E ). Although these genes are related to essential functions of breast tumor progression, they may possess relatively minor, or overtaken by other candidate modulators, effects in modulation of gene regulation. To generate a random baseline of our results, we replaced the inputs of modulator expression levels with ten randomly simulated variables and reran the analyses. Each of the ten random variables showed significance only in 3.33% to 5.81%, approximating the p-value cutoff of 0.05, of the 14,084,778 gene pairs. Taken together, our data suggest the capability of CoMRe in identifying both biologically well-known results and novel insights into other candidate modulator genes.
Investigating joint effects of multiple modulator genes in modulating gene regulation and related biological functions
To understand the joint effects of the 10 candidate modulators, we analyzed pairwise co-occurrence as significant modulators among the genome-wide gene pairs; i.e., we statistically inferred whether gene pairs modulated by one modulator gene are highly overlapped with those modulated by another modulator. Interestingly, 36 (out of 45, 80.00%) pairs of modulators showed significant positive co-occurrence (Fisher's exact two-tailed p-value < 0.05); i.e., gene pairs modulated by one modulator tended to be also modulated by another modulator. Only 6 (13.33%) modulator pairs exhibited significant negative association (Figure 3 ), including ADAM12−MK167, ADAM12−TP53, CCL5−TP53, ESR1−MIF, MIF−MK167, and MIF−TP53. CCL5−RECK and ERBB2−MK167 showed negative pairwise association with borderline significance (both Fisher's exact p-values~0.065).
We further grouped all the gene pairs based on their co-modulation patterns (significance of candidate modulators for each gene pair) so that gene pairs significantly modulated by the same set of modulators were grouped. Groups accounting for more than 5% of all gene pairs are tabulated in Table 2 . In order to further realize underlying functions among genes in each group, we analyzed the parameter of node degree for genes as defined in graph theory. Node degree of a gene is defined as the number of first-order (direct) neighbor genes connected to it. Genes with high degrees are considered as "central" players (i.e., hub genes in Systems Biology) in a gene regulatory network. The top three genes with highest node degrees in each group are tabulated in Table 2 . As we described above, the largest group (36.91% of gene pairs) was composed of gene pairs that were not modulated by any of the 10 modulators. Interestingly, groups of gene pairs that were modulated by single modulators Percentages of all gene pairs at which each modulator gene appears as a significant modulator. The percentage was calculated against 14,084,778, the total number of gene pairs. The well-studied modulator ESR1 was reported as the most significant modulator (in 17.39% of gene pairs), followed by ERBB2 and ADAM12.
(ranked from 2 nd to 11 th ) were found with higher frequencies than those modulated by multiple modulators. Gene pairs that were modulated merely by ESR1 were found as the second largest group (5.69%). Top 3 hub genes in the ESR1 modulated network were nuclear factor I/X (NFIX), sphingomyelin phosphodiesterase, acid-like 3A (SMPDL3A), and vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA), with direct connection to 1,092, 1,072 and 1,045 nodes, respectively. In breast cancer, while function of NFIX was previously uncharacterized, SMPDL3A was reported to be dysregulated by progesterone treatment in hormone-independent breast cancer cells [21] and metastatic mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines [22] . Furthermore, VEGFA has been widely known for its roles in angiogenesis and endothelial cell growth. In breast cancer, studies demonstrated that VEGFA can prolong tumor cell survival [23] and its gene variation is associated with patient overall survival [24] . Our data further demonstrated that, potentially, the three hub genes' functions may be altered, fully or partially, under ESR1 modulation. To gain insights into biological functions governed by ESR1 modulation, we used the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) v6.7 web tool to identify significantly enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms of molecular functions and biological processes. For extracting biologically core information from the group, here only 10,235 "core" ESR1 modulated gene pairs (with Bonferroni adjusted p-value < 0.05 from CoMRe) composed of 964 genes were analyzed ( Table 2 ). The top three clusters of enriched GO terms were i) DNA metabolic Figure 3 Pairwise association between modulator genes. Significance levels of pairwise co-occurrence of the modulators genes as significant modulators in all gene pairs are visualized using heatmap, with red and green denoting positive and negative association between two modulators, respectively. P-values were obtained from Fisher's exact two-sided test and presented in the log-10 scale.
process and response to DNA damage, ii) identical protein binding, and iii) response to estrogen and steroid hormone stimulus (detailed in Table 3 ). During early tumorigenesis, effective DNA damage responses (the first cluster) can trigger cellular apoptosis and thus serve as candidate anticancer barrier [25, 26] . Also, since response to estrogen stimulus (cluster 3) typically recruits downstream signaling genes of estrogen receptor, our results suggest ESR1 performs its functions, at least partly, by modulating these downstream genes. Overall, these data illuminated the importance of ESR1 modulation in breast cancer.
Complex and tight interplay of ESR1 and ERBB2 modulation
In the list of groups of co-modulation patterns, ESR1− ERBB2 co-modulation was identified as the most frequent group with multiple modulators ( Table 2 ). The group accounted for 199,263 gene pairs (1.41%) and had the top hub genes of melanoma inhibitory activity (MIA; 780 first-order neighbors), keratin 6B (KRT6B; 631 firstorder neighbors); FYVE and coiled-coil domain containing 1 (FYCO1; 628 first-order neighbors). While the role of MIA remains unexplored in breast cancer, it is predictive of malignant melanoma progression and metastasis [27, 28] . KRT6B is a basal specific marker in breast cancer [29] . Presence of and interaction between ER and Her2 define molecular subtypes of breast cancer and are associated with resistance to tamoxifen, a selective ER modifier (SERM) (reviewed in [30] ). Here we showed that their encoding genes, ESR1 and ERBB2, also interact with each other and co-modulate regulation among a wide range of genes. Again, we used DAVID to analyze the 407 core gene pairs comprised of 141 genes in the ESR1−ERBB2 co-modulation group and identified similar results as in ESR1 modulation. The top three enriched groups of GO terms were i) response to hormone stimulus, ii) oxidation reduction and cofactor binding, and iii) identical protein binding (detailed in Table 4 ). Notably, the core modulated genes in the ERBB2-alone group were enriched in highly similar GO terms (data not shown). The core modulated genes of the ESR1 alone, ERBB2 alone, and ESR1−ERBB2 co-modulation groups were significantly overlapped (all pairwise Fisher's exact test p-values < 3.01 × 10 -41 , Figure 4) . Interestingly, all of the ESR1− ERBB2 co-modulated core genes were included in the ESR1 or ERBB2 groups (Figure 4) . Taken together, our data indicate that a highly common pool of genes is modulated by the two modulators while massive rewiring among these genes exists across different conditions (i.e., ESR1 or ERBB2 alone, and co-modulation). We elucidate that ESR1 and ERBB2 have complex and tight interplay in the aspect of gene modulation, through which identical biological functions are performed.
External validation of co-modulation patterns
In order to test the reproducibility and reliability of CoMRe among different cohorts, we analyzed two independent breast cancer datasets, GSE4922 and GSE25066, for validation. Based on the co-modulation patterns (b values of the modulator genes) obtained from GSE2034, we computed the "estimated" covariability profile for each patient in the two validation datasets using corresponding expression data of the modulator genes. The real covariability profiles were calculated using global gene expression data in each of the validation datasets. Notably, the estimated and real covariability profiles were significantly positively correlated (Pearson correlation p-value < 0.05) in 99.31% (287 out of 289, one-sample z-test p-value < computing precision of double-precision floating point, hereafter referred to as p-value~0) and 99.80% (507 out of 508, p-value~0) of patients in GSE4922 and GSE25066, respectively. Similarly, for ESR1−ERBB2 co-modulated gene pairs, the results were validated in 100% (all of 289 patients, p-value~0) and 99.80% (507 out of 508, p-valuẽ 0) of patients. The data suggest the stability of modulation effects among different cohorts and the reproducibility of results identified by CoMRe.
Limitations and future work
By far validation of modulator genes through biological experiments is very limited. In breast cancer, ER is the most well-studied modulator gene. In the present study, in addition to the ER encoding gene ESR1, we exploratorily included 9 more genes related to essential functions in breast tumor progression, with previously undiscovered function of modulation. Our data first validated the role of ESR1 as a modulator gene and suggested that it may jointly work with other modulators. Also, the results implied the existence of other modulators genes in breast cancer, such as ERBB2 and ADAM12. However,~37% of gene pairs were not modulated by any of the 10 candidate modulators, suggestive of the need for inclusion of other modulators. We have demonstrated the performance of CoMRe and the benefits to study modulation in the joint manner. With advances in biological exploration of modulator genes, CoMRe can be employed to reveal more biologically meaningful findings.
Investigation of casual relationships between genes is one of the crucial topics in regulatory biology. Indeed, correlation coefficients, as well as mutual information, are not capable of measuring causal relationships between factors. However, analyses of modulated gene regulation typically focus on how expression levels of modulators affect regulating strength, instead of the causal relationships, between modulated genes. Previous studies have used non-causal statistical methods to reach comprehensive results in single modulator analyses [9, 15] . In this study, our objective is to extend the analysis to inferring multiple modulators comodulated gene regulation, using a correlation-based regression approach. Therefore, CoMRe was designed to evaluate how co-variability of genome-wide gene pairs was dependent on modulator genes based on a multiple regression model; the analysis was focused on modulation, rather than direct or causal regulation, or co-regulation (i.e., regulated changes in gene expression levels).
CoMRe is built on the basis of a multiple linear regression model. In statistics, multiple regression Figure 4 Comparison of core ESR1, ERBB2, and ESR1−ERBB2 modulated genes. The comparison is visualized by the Venn diagram of the core genes in the ESR1 alone, ERBB2 alone, and ESR1−ERBB2 co-modulation groups. All the genes in the comodulation group were contained in at least one of the ESR1-and ERBB2-alone groups. Fisher's exact test showed these three groups shared highly similar gene contents.
analysis typically assumes the independence among input variables (i.e., expression profiles of modulator genes of CoMRe). However, biological intuition is that two genes can hardly be independent to each other in cells. In previous studies, multiple regression model has been widely utilized to study genes [31, 32] , different data types (from gene expression, transcription factor binding, and drug response data) [31, 33, 34] , and survival significance of multiple genomic features (clinical subtypes and prognostic factors) [35, 36] . Findings of these reports suggest that multiple regression can achieve biologically meaningful results, in spite of the moderate dependency of genomic features. Thus, we followed these literatures and designed CoMRe to study multimodulator modulation. Future efforts may be spent on developing algorithms that can take dependent genomic features and enable statistically more meaningful inference.
Conclusions
In the present study, we presented the CoMRe algorithm for systematically investigating how multiple modulator genes jointly determine pairwise regulation strength of modulated genes. The algorithm was designed based on a multiple regression model for gene-gene covariability that measures how two genes regulate each other in each patient. Among the ten candidate modulator genes, the positive control ESR1 and two genes with essential functions in breast cancer were found modulating the most numbers of gene pairs. Through functional annotation analysis, we showed that genes modulated by merely single modulator or co-modulated by multiple modulators play important roles in breast cancer. We elucidate that ESR1 and ERBB2 share complex interplay between each other in the aspect of gene modulation. We also demonstrated that the co-modulation patterns are stably retained and the results identified by CoMRe are highly reproducible among different cohorts. From the viewpoint of multimodulator modulation, this study paves the way for better understanding complex gene regulation in breast cancer.
Methods
Microarray data
We analyzed gene expression profiles of 286 lymphnode negative breast cancers, of which 180 were relapse-free patients and 106 developed distant metastasis, from GSE2034 [37] . The samples were profiled with Affymetrix Human Genome U133A Arrays. We reprocessed the raw intensity values of CEL files using the Robust Microarray Analysis (RMA) algorithm into log-2 scaled probe set level expression levels. For multiple probe sets representing one unique gene, the one with the largest coefficient of variation (CV) was selected as the representative probe set. To eliminate computationally non-informative and background probe sets, probe sets with CV values < 5% or average expression levels < 6 (in the log-2 scale) across samples were filtered out from subsequent analysis.
We included two independent gene expression datasets for validation, composed of primary invasive breast tumors (NCBI/GEO Accession Number GSE4922 [38] ) from Uppsala, Stockholm, and Singapore cohorts and pre-treatment invasive breast cancer patients in M. D. Anderson Cancer Center (GSE25066 [39, 40] ). 289 and 508 samples in the two datasets with complete molecular and clinical information were analyzed. The datasets were profiled with Affymetrix Human Genome U133A Arrays and we reprocessed the microarray data following identical procedures as described above. For each of the genes selected for analysis in GSE2034, one probe with the largest CV value in each validation dataset was extracted from the validation dataset for analysis.
Covariability-based multiple regression
We generated a regression model that estimates the relationship between multiple modulator genes (assumed to be independent) and strengthen of regulation (i.e. correlation) between two modulated genes from the microarray dataset. To model the regulation strength of two genes (say, i and j) for patient k (totally K patients), we designed the "covariability" as
where e k i denotes the expression level of gene i in patient k, and μ e i and σ e i represent the average and standard deviation of gene i across patients. Denotation of gene j is identical. The covariability was designed to measure the magnitude of changes in two genes in the same direction in one sample. Mathematically, it is simply the per-sample product-moment component in the calculation of Pearson correlation coefficient r; i.e.,
Based on the covariability, we proposed a multiple regression model to study the relationship between multiple modulator genes and covariability of gene pair. Given M modulator genes of interest, expression profiles of them are extracted from the microarray dataset and z-transformed (subtraction of sample mean followed by division of sample standard deviation) across samples so that each modulator approximately follows standard normal distribution. The z-transformation is employed to eliminate inter-gene systematic biases and allow the multiple regression model to give standardized coefficients for the modulators. Mathematically, the covariability-based multiple regression is modeled as Statistical significance of the obtained regression coefficients was assessed using t-test. The regression model was iteratively applied to each combination of gene i and j in the microarray dataset. Thus, for each gene pair i and j, each modulator gene m takes a regression b value and p-value. A significant p-value indicates that the modulator is significantly predictive of the covariability (i.e., regulation strength) of corresponding gene pair. We defined the co-modulation patterns for each gene pair as the M-length vectors of b values and p-values for M modulator genes. To further dissecting the gene pairs based on their co-modulation patterns, we grouped gene pairs that were significantly modulated by the same set of modulators.
Statistical analyses and functional annotation analysis
Fisher's exact test was employed to infer the significance of co-occurrence of significant modulator genes in the comodulation patterns. Also, given a sample proportionp, we estimated the 95% confidence interval of the population proportion by where N denotes the sample size. To gain biological insights, we utilized the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) v6.7 web tool [41, 42] to identify the Gene Ontology (GO) [43, 44] biological process and molecular function terms that exhibit significant enrichment in our gene list. In order to interpret the results in a more systematic and comprehensive level, we grouped highly overlapped GO terms into clusters using the DAVID Functional Annotation Clustering tool.
